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Abstract—Skylight polarization phenomenon is at the origin of
a recent growing interest for bio-inspired navigation. Skylight-
based orientation sensors can be simulated on the basis of
physical models. In parallel, machine learning algorithms require
a large amount of data to be trained. However, while some
simulated databases already exists in the literature, a public
database composed of real-world color polarimetric images of
the sky in various weather conditions does not. In this study, a
long-term experimental device is presented, designed to be left
in a distant roof to acquire data over several months, using a
Division-of-Focal-Plane polarization imager with a fisheye lens
mounted on a rotative telescope mount. An open-source mechan-
ical and electrical design is proposed for easy replication at other
locations, with an algorithm to get the sensor’s orientation and
geometrical calibration in the East-North-Up frame. A sample
one-month long dataset is provided on a public archive.

Keywords—Skylight Polarization, Navigation, Deep Learning,
Heading, Celestial Compass, Polarized Vision.

I. INTRODUCTION

Skylight polarization has recently been receiving growing
interest for several fields, such as cloud detection [1], realistic
rendering of outdoor scenes [2], or for bio-inspired navigation
[3]. Sunlight is scattered by the atmosphere. By measuring the
polarization pattern, we can estimate the sun’s position in the
sky dome, and use it to estimate a heading with respect to
north.

In Nature, many insects are sensitive to skylight polarization
and use it for navigational purposes. For example, the desert
ant Cataglyphis [4] is able to leave its nest and forage
widely in search for food, and then to head directly back
to the entrance without using pheromones. Desert ants use
a navigation strategy named path integration (PI), relying on
odometry and heading estimation, which the ant achieves by
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means of an optical compass based on its sensitivity to the
sky’s polarized light.

There are several models of this phenomenon. The simplest
is Rayleigh scattering where there is simple scattering by
particles in the atmosphere. A more complex model that takes
into account the presence of singularities in the sky called
”neutral points” has been proposed by Berry et al. [6]. These
models allow us to simulate the pattern in a given place at
a specific time with a uniform sky. However, the real world
presents varying weather conditions (such as the presence of
clouds, fog, airplanes tracks, the moon ...) which lead to more
complex situations. Previous studies have thoroughly analysed
skylight polarization [7]. However for more complex and
random events (like clouds), models solely based on Rayleigh
scattering cannot account for the real pattern of skylight. Even
if many studies on polarized skylight for navigation purposes
have been developed [3], very few of them are sufficiently
robust to deal with cloudy or polluted skies.

As suggested by a recent study based on deep neural
networks [8], deep learning algorithms seem to be very
promising for improving the robustness of polarimetric image
processing. As lots of data are needed to train AI models,
one can either build a large simulated dataset as expressed
in previous studies [9] but to our knowledge no real-world
data as yet been issued. This is the need this paper tries to
fill with the build of an experimental skylight polarization
dataset taken from a laboratory rooftop in Marseille, France
(43.286990365824785°N, 5.403361407820939°E).

II. METHODS

A. Mechanical Design

The polarimetric camera (Sony IMX250MYR) was mounted
on a rotative telescope mount in order to be able to align it
in azimuth and elevation. As the mount only has two axes
of rotation, a rotational degree of freedom was lost, and we
could’t freely orientate our camera in space. However, we
developed a calibration method (see section II D ) to accurately
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Fig. 1. The color-polarization macro-pixel pattern of our polarimetric camera.

Fig. 2. Global view and mechanical layout of our system (closeup).

measure the orientation of the camera by comparing the sun’s
position in spherical coordinates obtained with ephemerides
with the position of the sun measured by the camera.

We used an aluminum profile-based structure to achieve
solid connection between the mount and the camera. It was
also useful to maintain a poly(methyl methacrylate) dome
that protected the camera and mount from rain via a 3d
printed support. A laser-cut piece also allowed the fixture of a
tarpaulin at the bottom (see figure 2) to make the mount able
to rotate freely while providing protection from rain.

B. Electrical Design

Our system had to be left on the rooftop for long periods
without requiring any intervention. As no power source was
easily available, we added a 160W solar panel and a 120Ah
lead battery to maintain power during the nights and cloudy
days. It was sufficient to supply enough power to our experi-
ment without interruption over months.

For monitoring purposes, an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) allowed us to track hourly the battery voltage via
a resistor ladder to adapt the input scale to the ADC’s
requirements. As the battery voltage fluctuated, we added a
DC-DC 11-15V to 12V regulator to stabilize it, helping us
to feed our camera and rotative mount with a single stable
voltage.

C. Fisheye Distorsion

The polarimetric camera was composed of a SONY
IMX250MYR imager and a Fujinon FE185C057HA-1 fish-

Fig. 3. The hardware architecture of the setup.

eye lens with a 185° field of view and a selectable aperture
in the range f/1.4− f/22. If the aperture was too great, the
polarization was modified due to large angles of incidence of
the polarized light [11] so we chose to use a f/4 aperture.
Theoretical focal length and distortion function are given by
the manufacturer: here, f = 1.8mm and the distortion function
is computed as follows: y = f · Θ, where y is the distance
between the sensor center and the projected point, and Θ is
the incidence angle on the fisheye lens.

D. Orientation Calibration

Once the system was powered up and the camera roughly
oriented toward the sky, we needed to know the orienta-
tion of the camera frame in the local East-North-Up (ENU)
frame. To do this, we chose to compare the sun’s course
measured on the sensor with Sun ephemeris provided by the
Astropy community-developed core Python package. (http:
//www.astropy.org, connected 30 June 2023)

Fig. 4. Rotations between camera frame and ENU frame.

During a sunny day, when capturing images with the
lowest time-of-exposure our camera could provide, we got
an image with the projection of the sun through the fisheye
lens, this showed a bright spot (the sun) surrounded by
a dark background (the sky). A point detection algorithm
(using the Scipy package [10]) allowed us to evaluate the
sun’s projection on the sensor. By taking several pictures
during the day, we plotted the course of sun’s travel on the
sensor. Simultaneously, we had a set of known orientations
for the sun at the same time in the ENU frame. We then
needed to find a rotation matrix between the two frames,
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Fig. 5. An image from the dataset with AOP and DOP visualization (bottom) compared to Rayleigh simulation (top).

which is obtained with a least-squares method. Code and
mechanial plans are available here : https://github.com/mol-1/
Long-Term-Skylight-Polarization-Measurement-Device

III. ACQUISITION

Several thousand of images were taken between 2022-07-29
and 2022-08-25. One image was acquired every 10 minutes,
with several fixed and auto-adaptive exposure times. Camera
orientation was assumed to be constant over time. Database is
available here: https://doi.org/10.57745/610QTS.

IV. DATA VISUALIZATION

Once a database of images had been compiled, we applied
a post-processing program that was able to process Angle
(AOP) and Degree of Polarization (DOP) of each image. If
an image was saturated over 20%, it was deleted from the
dataset. Images were cropped to reduce their size, and then a
folder was created for each image containing raw polarization
image, exposure time, timestamp, processed AOP and DOP,
and a figure showing sun’s course over the day, RGB image,
processed AOP and DOP, and reconstructed AOP and DOP
from a Rayleigh simulation of the sky at the same time with
the same optical system.

V. CONCLUSION

We have depicted a stand-alone system based on a polari-
metric camera for building a database of images. We have
also developed an open source tool in Python to visualize and
compare the real images with simulated images obtained with
the Rayleigh model. In a future development, the hardware
of the system could be simplified without the need for a
telescope mount in order to take panoramic images in a unique
orientation of the camera. Our database could be useful for
testing and developing neural network-based processing and
also classical image processing. Finally, our database could
be used to validate models of the polarized skylight patterns
in various outdoor conditions.
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